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It  is  the hight,  the l ight,  the roughness,  the thickness,  the direction, 
the colors,  the depths in the space.  The layers,  the associations,  the 
memories  and the narratives  that  forms our experiences.

In this master thesis I  explore perception of  space,  the blurry 
boundaries of  conscious and unconscious,  the immaterial  and 
physical  aspects of  spatial  experiences. 

With a wish to emphasize in the built environment and to explore 
a creative process deriving from layers of  t ime and exist ing 
experiences,  I  start a process of  interconnecting a past ,  present and 
a future moment.

I n t r o d u c t i o n
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The perception connects us to the world,  i t 

forms our intuit ion and our thoughts,  and 

it is the foundation of  our imagination. 1

1 Nicolai  Bo Andersen,  ”Consciously  unconscious:  Researching,  teaching 

and practis ing transformation architecture”  in Arquitectonics:  Mind,  Land & 

Society.  vol .  30,  Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya,  Barcelona,  2017,  p.  1 .

B a c k g r o u n d

Spatial  experiences

When experiencing a space we use our sensory system, we see,  hear, 
touch and to some extent smell  and taste to perceive it .  This process 
is constantly ongoing in our body and mind and when ref lected on, 
emotionally and/or intel lectual ly becomes a conscious experience. 

To be able to be a good provider of  spatial  experiences that creates 
value for humans,  as an Interior arcitect I  need to posess knowledge 
of  how to analyze and learn from them as well .  By learning how a 
space can be experienced by humans,  we can be better at creating 
specif ic experiences for our surroundings. 

I  wil l  now introduce you to a few important key words that poses the 
background and f ield of  interest that lays the foundation of  this 
project .  I  present them from a perspective that I  understand them 
and in relation to the f ield of  spatial  design.
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B a c k g r o u n d

Spatial  relations

The space that is c losest to-  and surrounding our bodies is the scale 
that interests me the most.  The architectural  structures creating 
these spaces consists of  elements that al l ,  as parts,  has an effect 
on the whole.  For example,  the threshold spaces that tr iggers our 
expectations or s lows us down, the boundaries and connections 
that makes people meet or divide our personal  space.  It is the 
conf iguration of  these elements,  the small  gap or the spacious 
doorsi l l  or low cei l ing that together creates the spaces surrounding 
our bodies,  shaping our spatial  experiences.  I  wil l  look closer into 
these kinds of  spatial ly important fragments to investigate in their 
role in the experienced space.

A space can exist as an open spatial  body 

and def ine itsel f  through del imitations that 

do not form closed shel l .  2

2 Til l  Boettger,  Threshold Spaces:  Transit ions in Architecture,  2014,  p.  19.

The fragmented space

Several  elements creating a sense of  space is important players for 
the creation of  space,  i t is their relat ion to each other that effects 
the perception and forms a space.  The fragmented space and the 
ruin has these kind of  separate interconnected elements creating a 
greater whole,  as a spatial ity.  These kind of  spaces has a certain effect 
on most humans,  a fascinating abil i ty to tr igger our imagination for 
f i l l ing in the gaps in between the fal len structures. 

Ruin
noun

The physical  destruction or disintegration of 
something or the state of  dis integrating or being 
destroyed. 3

3 Ruin,  Oxford dict ionar y,  2019.

B a c k g r o u n d
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History and the past

Our exist ing surrounding carries al l  sorts of  narratives,  going more 
or less back in t ime.  It is a witness of  past events and thoughts that 
for me is a f ield of  inspiration.  By not just saving but by reproducing 
in a new manner,  parts of  an exist ing environment can be past on to 
the future.  This could create a greater interest of  architecture,  by 
creating a curiosity of  belonging and engagement for the viewer.

The architect Tsuyoshi  Tane engages in this subject in his project 
’Archeology of  the future’ .  The project is addressing places that have 
memories that are almost forgotten or have even disappeared,  by 
reproducing them in a new manner.  He says that ”This constant 
renewal  is no longer so promising for our future”  and art iculates a 
dif ference between our common history and our memories.  Bringing 
forward found memories that doesn’t have a place in our common 
historybooks.  As I  see it ,  showing a dif ferint s ide of  the story.4

4 Senda,  Shuhei ,  ”Archaeology of  the future:  tsuyoshi  tane” ,  Designboom, 

2018

Carlo Scarpa  /  bridging the old and the new

Carlo Scarpa (1906 -  1978) was an Ital ian architect and designer, 
by some people seen as a pioneer for the postmodern architecture, 
I  am coming across this legend when looking into the f ield of 
restoration,  even though Scarpa found himself  in conf l ict with the 
off icial  def init ion of  restoration.  Rather than a formal ’mimicry ’, 
Scarpas conception of  building renovation ref lected a process of 
learning from what others before us have made.  Hes projects layers 
architectural  elements from dif ferent periods and t imes and new 
elements interprets,  enhances and heals the old.  Philosophies 
and methods of  reading the exist ing building and creating new 
supporting elements of  the exist ing form is going to have an impact 
on my project in an early stage. 5

5 Phaidon,  ”How Carlo Scarpa bridged past  and present” ,  2019.

This fol lowing presentation of  a series of  other practit ioners is a 
presentation of  their works,  theories and how they have had an 
effect on my process and inspired me to work further with this f ield 
of  interest .

R e f e r e n c e s  & 
w o r k s  b y  o t h e r s

B a c k g r o u n d

Image from the book ’Tsuyoshi 
Tane - Archaeology Of The Future’

Image text:
”Construction and excavation of 
spaces may be the same thing. 
Archeology and architecture are 
gradually integrated.”
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R e f e r e n c e s  & 
w o r k s  b y  o t h e r s

Nicolai  Bo Andersen /  phenomenological  description and 
transformational  processes

Nicolai  Bo Andersen is a Danish architect and lecturer at the 
Institute of  Architecture and Culture at The Royal  Danish Academy 
of  Fine Arts.  He has developed a series of  methods and creative 
processes engaging the cultural  heritage with a focus on analyze 
and phenomenological  description and transformational  processes. 
With a formulated working strategy where a symbiosis of  the exist ing 
building and its poetic qualit ies and the direct physical  experience 
of  materials,  construction and space,  he writes: 

Transformation architecture opens up for 

a higher degree of  semantic complexity. 

Architecture should invite us to experience 

the world in new ways,  with new eyes. 6

6  Nicolai  Bo Andersen,  ”Lost  and found,  architectural  transformations” , 

2013,  p.  134.

R e f e r e n c e s  & 
w o r k s  b y  o t h e r s

Rachel Whiteread /  taking f ingerprints

Rachel  Whiteread (1963) is an English art ist and sculptor mainly 
working with large scale spatial  sculptures.  Her work covers the 
smallest detai ls to the monumental ,  art iculating her methods of 
casting the void of  a space as ’taking f ingerprints ’  and that her theme 
of  her art is ’recording and documenting what cannot be seen but 
yet exists ’.  She is casting memories and layers of  history,  when for 
example,  working with places s lated for demolit ion.  I  am inspired 
by her theories of   interconnecting psychological  and physical  space 
and her way of  putting everyday spaces in new l ight,  by shift ing 
perspectives.

New stories wil l  come and join the old,  a 

cast too can shorten a story and st i l l  hold 

something of  l ives.  7

7 Rache Witeread,  ”Rachel  Witeread:  Transient  Spaces” ,  2002

”Stabel”
Photo, Nicolai Bo Andersen

“Untitled (Domestic).”
Photo, Justin T. Gellerson for The 
New York Times
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Henry Moore /  scale  as  construction

Henry Moore (1898 -  1986) was an English sculptor mostly known for 
his semi-abstract large scale sculptures.  Mostly working with smaller 
sculptures being enlarged,  expressing that ‘ in my mind there’s never 
any change of  scale at al l ’.  For Moore,  then,  scale could exist at any 
size:  ‘ there is a s ide to scale not to do with its actual  physical  s ize, 
i ts measurement in feet and inches – but connected with vis ion’. 
‘Scale’  is not necessari ly related to s ize in Moore’s use of  the word; 
rather he claimed that ‘ there’s a mental  scale independent of  the 
actual  physical  s ize’. 8 I  am intrigured by Moore’s thoughts about 
scale as a construction and would l ike to investigate in this kind of 
alteration of  relat ional  bounds.

8 Rachel  Wells,  ‘Scale  at  Any Size:  Henr y Moore and Scal ing Up’ ,  in ”Henry 

Moore:  Sculptural  Process and Public Identity ”,  Tate Research Publication,  2015.

R e f e r e n c e s  & 
w o r k s  b y  o t h e r s

Inger Bergström /  the impact  of  spatial  formations on 
human motion

Inger Bergström (1946) is a Swedish writer and author of  the book 
’Rummet och människans rörelser ’,  in her book she describes the 
importance and value of  the human perspective on movement for 
the spatial  experience.  She argues that the experience is of  great 
dependence of  how a person move,  and the movement is dependent 
of  how we are being directed within the space,  by the space.  In 
her book she describes some experiments based on her formulated 
experience-analysis,  which I  wil l  base my spatial  analysis on.  She 
writes about her methods as a search:

[…] att söka i  arkitekturen s jälv efter hur 

de samband kan upprättas,  som den byggda 

mil jön måste ha med människan och hennes 

upplevelser,  med samhällets idévärld och 

med historien och vårt minne. 9

9 Inger Bergström, ”Rummet & människans rörelser” ,  Arkitektur-Formlära, 

Chalmers Tekniska Högskola,  1996,  p. 10.

R e f e r e n c e s  & 
w o r k s  b y  o t h e r s

’Large Spindle Piece’ and the 
plaster ’Working Model for Spindle 
Piece’ 
© The Henry Moore Foundation. 
All Rights Reserved
Photo: Henry Moore Foundation
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Traces and layers of  t ime and narratives is embedded features of 
the built environment,  which in my opinion has an abil i ty to tr igger 
the imagination.  By digging into traces of  the past as a source of 
inspiration and by working with an exist ing environment I  get 
the opportunity to explore a ful l  scale,  physical  experience and to 
practice my analytical  tools.

I  would l ike to develop my project through both the historical  and 
phenomenological  aspects of  space;  for the project to create a 
dialogue between layers of  t ime,  the physical  form and the 
experience-based  qualit ies of  a space.  The f ield of  spatial  design is 
often working with exist ing spaces and I  would l ike to chal lenge the 
methods used today and try to highlight these two important aspect 
in my project .  The intention is to explore a spatial  design method 
that engages an exist ing environment and a spatial  experience,  with 
a wish to emphasize the built and its ef fect on the human perception, 
as a way to create new spaces.

I n t e n t i o n  & 
q u e s t i o n s

-  How can the exist ing environment and a spatial  experience be used    
as  a  tool  for  creating space? And what kind of  methods is  there to be 
used? 

This is an example of  questions that have sprung from my affection 
for exist ing spatial  structures and that has lead the way during the 
process of  recreating and representing them in new situations,  in a 
new manner.  The idea was to use the found spaces and their belonging 
experiential  qualit ies as material  to take advantage of  and re-use 
them in a new way,  to explore and test their spatial  qualit ies.  When 
their original  context and relation to the body has been altered, 
the elements can be reinterpreted in new ways and perceived in 
another relation to the body.  This transformative process becomes 
my project and formulated methodology.

I n t e n t i o n  & 
q u e s t i o n s
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I  chose to address the fragmented space,  to study spatial  relat ions 
and how several  elements can create a sense of  space,  from my 
interest of  creating spatial it ies where the imagination can f i l l  in 
the gap and activate the brain.

The curiosity in the body,  when experiencing a space for the f irst 
t ime,  was something I  wanted to expose myself  to in this process.  I 
would l ike to say that from an experiential  point of  view,  the instant 
moment can be the most evident one.  To not be able to go back and 
change it and to not be able to ful ly ref lect on why I  moved or felt 
in a certain way.  Acting in that almost unconscious way makes me 
interested,  what is i t that makes me take these decisions,  to go left 
or r ight or not to go at al l .

I  wanted to practice the capturing of  that instant experience,  which 
led me into searching for a number of  s ites to explore and practice 
my theories on.  According to my interests the s ites had to fulf i l l  a 
number of  criteria ,  I  was searching specif ical ly for ;

-  A state of  physical  fragmentation

- A geographical  distance,  to be able to capture an instant,  present  
experience

D i s c o v e r i n g 
t h e  f r a g m e n t e d 
s p a c e

-  Sites not loaded with pre-expectations,  for the benef it of  the 
instant,  present experience and to let the imagination be a part of  i t

-  Places where traces of  t ime was vis ible or preserved

- The bodily or human spatial  scale

The three s ites vis ited are al l  covering a range of  dif ferent t imespans 
from out the history.  Time have had dif ferent effect on each place, 
depending on how it has been taken care of.  The places are also built 
for dif ferent purposes,  public or private.  Due to their dif ferences in 
experience I  couldnt pick just one site,  so I  brought al l  three home 
as study objects. 

D i s c o v e r i n g 
t h e  f r a g m e n t e d 
s p a c e

1.
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The church,  a small  18th century building that is careful ly taken 
care of  with a clear focus on the vis itor experience.  ( f ig. 1)  The partly 
restored ruin from the 1st century,  with obvious layers of  t imes and 
a rage of  dif ferent types of  stones.  ( f ig.2)  The third s ite is a total ly 
abandoned residential  building built in 1945,  that is reserved from 
human hands and only t ime and nature has teared it down. ( f ig.3)

D i s c o v e r i n g 
t h e  f r a g m e n t e d 
s p a c e

2. 3.

With a wish to emphasize in a built heritage and to dig into layers of 
t ime and narratives,  I  started the process of  interconnecting a past , 
present and a future moment.  I  col lect both physical  and immaterial 
aspects of  an exist ing environment and use it as a tool  for creating 
new spatial  elements.  The intention is to work simultaneously with 
an intuit ive approach,  based on an emotional  angle and with an 
analytical ,  conscious approach,  connecting the felt space with the 
physical  aspects of  a room. My work is based on a composed series 
of  methods inspired by other earl ier mentioned practit ioners in the 
f ield,  which you wil l  be able to fol low from here on.

1 .0  Experiencing and col lecting

1 . 1   Archive

2.0 Fragmentation and alteration

3.0 Spatial  s ituations

M e t h o d s
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This phase is engaging in the past and the present as I  experience and 
col lecting information,  both physical  and experienced information 
from the exist ing spaces.  The methods used is inspired by Inger 
Bergströms upplevelseanalys  that involves both the physical  space 
and the experienced space,  she describes them as dif ferent in that 
sense that the experienced space refers to how the (physical)  spatial 
conf iguration in s ize and orientation is af fecting us. 10

The method of  col lecting information includes physical  aspects 
of  the space l ike color,  shape,  l ight and dimensions as well  as the 
experienced spatial  aspects l ike the sensed space,  the atmosphere, 
movement and pace.  Before I  went to Portugal  to col lect information, 
I  tr ied out some methods to formulate a toolbox for col lecting 
information.  I  decided to use;  Photos,  3D Scanning,  Sketches and 
measurements.  I  a lso decided to make a written spatial  description 
of  the experience on site.

Summary of  written spatial  description;

 Saint Lawrence Church (São Lourenço)
 -  Built  in  the 18th centur y
 Geometry
 -  Narrow rectangular,  high apse-shaped
 Light
 -  Streaming through small  gaps
 Experience /  Movement
 -  From narrow and dark to large open space,  strong    
 experienced contrast
 Material/color
 -  Hand painted,  crafty,  f loating motive  structured by a  grid
 -  Wood meets  bright  glossy t i les

10 Bergström, p.85.

M e t h o d s
1 .0  Experiencing and col lect ing

Saint Lawrence Church
Sketch of  entrance to main hal l
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 Milreu Ruin
 -  Bui lt  in  the 1st  centur y,  church bui lt  in  4th centur y
 Geometry
 -  Rectangles  and squares
 Light
 -  Shades
 Experience /  Movement
 -  Disorientation
 -  Levels  and di f ferent  heights
 Material/color
 -  Layers  of  di f ferent  kinds of  stone,  beige,  red,  grey and yel low

Abandoned Residence
-  Bui lt  1945,  due to low rental  costs  and bad economics,  houses 
were abandoned
Geometry
-  Symmetries  and rectangles
Light
-  Unfamil iar  l ight  stream from yel low room
Experience /  Movement
-  Labyrinth feel ing creating vagueness and curiosity
-  Sight- l ines  creating boundaries  of  space
-  Stair  towards what?
Material/color
-  Dull ,  clear  colors  imposed by others,  orange and red bricks

M e t h o d s
1 .0  Experiencing and col lect ing

Milreu Ruin
Sketch of  levels  and di f ferent  hights
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What I  bring with me as phenomenological  observations from the  
three s ites in short ,  is the str ict ly control led movement,  walking 
from volumetric contrasting spaces in the Church,  the feel ing of 
disorientation and multiple layers,  heights and depths in the ruin, 
and a stressed moment of  lack of  overview, not knowing what ’s 
hiding behind next corner at the residence.  I  f igured that these 
are al l   kinesthetic experiences and related to Bergströms theory 
about the movement and the experienced character of  a space.  She 
is talking about this as the atmosphere,  which is not ruled by the 
esthetic values,  as color,  l ight or decorations,  but as the mental 
pedagogical  space that is mostly created by how movement is being 
directed. 11  

I  relate to this s ince these are the values that I  intuit ively chose to sum 
up and express as my experience,  but I  do think that this experience 
as the mysterius character of  a ruin,  althogh has been inf luenced by 
esthetic values,  such as patinated material  and mysterious l ighting 
experiences.

Kinesthetic
noun

Relating to a person’s awareness of  the posit ion 
and movement of  the parts of  the body by means 
of  sensory organs (proprioceptors)  in the muscles 
and joints. 12

11 Bergström, p.49.

12 Kinesthetic ,  Oxford Dictionary ,  2019.

M e t h o d s
1 .0  Experiencing and col lect ing

Abandoned Residence
Sketch of  dark stair-room
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Coming home, I  created an archive of  my col lected information, 
I  analyze and separate the esthetic values from the experience of 
s ize and movement to understand and analyze the experience.  By 
col lecting experienced aspects as well  as physical  or measurable 
aspects,  I  can connect and investigate in the boundaries in between 
them. What physical  aspects effecting my experience.

In my archive I  reproduce a version of  col lected information, 
highly aware of  the information being my personal  and subjective 
experience,  shaping this new version of  the exist ing spaces.  I 
make drawings of  appreciated spatial it ies to study geometries and 
volumes.  I  make a summary of  colors and materials.  I  make sketches 
to f ind interesting shapes and l ight and shadow appearances.  I  create 
a stable base for future creative processes and for future analysis of 
experience in relation to physical  aspects.

M e t h o d s
1 . 1  Archive

Plan drawing with marked interesting area
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Plan drawing with marked interesting areaPlan drawing with marked interesting area
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Fragmentation

In this phase of  the project I  work with an experimental  approach 
deriving from my archive of  col lected information.  The col lected 
information guides the fragmentation and translation,  in a process 
of  re-presenting and ’taking f ingerprints ’  of  certain part of  the 
experienced spaces.  I  extract ,  interpret and recreate fragments 
in relation to my experience.  The molded model  becomes a 
representation of  a spatial  element and a captured moment. 

Fragmentation
noun
The process or state of  breaking or being broken 
into fragments. 13

The methods used is inspired by Rachel  Whiteread’s way of  breaking 
out an element and showing it in new l ight.  As well  as Nicolai  Bo 
Andersen way of  interpreting and representing phenomenological 
aspects through the architectural  model .

In this process of  representing a moment and reusing exist ing 
shapes,  I  chose to use the plaster model  as a way to abstract esthetic 
aspects,  to be able to focus on others.  By molding this model  I  focus 
on geometry,  form, proportion and relations.  I  would l ike to use 
the architectural  model  for this particular reason but with an aim 
for i t to dwell  in an intermediate zone.  A zone in between the past 
moment,  the exist ing environment and a new spatial  s ituation.

13 Fragmentation ,  Oxford dictionary ,  2019.

M e t h o d s
2.0 Fragmentation & displacement
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The technologies of  making have advanced so 

far and so fast that i t sometimes seems that 

the modelmaker,  or indeed the physical  model 

i tsel f,  is becoming obsolete.  Computers have 

accelerated the model ’s evolution,  providing 

alternative means for the three-dimensional 

study and presentation and prompting the 

model  enthusiast to pause a moment and 

take stock.  14

The computer development and physical  model  in combination is 
giving another layer to the architectural  process,  in my opinion.  By 
using the physical  model  with its material ity consequences as a tool 
for creating space gives aspects that the computer wuoldn’t have 
brought.

14 Karen Moon, ”Modeling Messages:  The Architect  and the Model” ,  2005,  p. 185.

M e t h o d s
2.0 Fragmentation & displacement

Perspective drawing
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Displacement

How do the perception of  a  spatial  element shift  when scale  and 
proportion is  altered?

Within this transformative phase I  also chal lenge the perception 
of  scale,  proportion and composit ion,  as a way of  playing with the 
perception and awaken the imagination.  Inspired by Henry Moore 
and his way of  seeing the body in relation to the object .

Scale
Scale is more than simply the object ’s s ize, 
however.  It is the s ize of  the object in relation to 
another object .  The relative s ize of  the object is 
always compared to the s ize of  the human body. 15

I  would l ike to chal lenge the perception of  spatial  elements and 
their relat ion to scale and proportion.  It al l  has an effect on how 
it is received and perceived by our bodies.  A form relates to me in 
one way in one particular scale and in a total ly other way in another 
scale.  By alteration of  scale I  can suggest new kinds of  spatial 
relat ionships to our bodies.

Proportion
Proportion is the relative s ize of  parts within a 
whole. 16 

15 Lucy Lamp,  ”Design in Art :  Scale  and Proportion” .

16 Ibid.

M e t h o d s
2.0 Fragmentation & displacement
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4.

Practicing fragmentation includes making cuts and extracting 
important geometries.  By making this fragmentation the new 
elements becomes freestanding on it ’s own and new possible spaces 
is being revealed.  As a former parts of  a whole,  i t gets a new relation 
and proportion to it ’s surroundings.  I  stay in the iteration and try 
multiple possible ways of  interacting with the fragment,  making 
another cut and creating new relative proportions.

Displacement of  the fragment derived from Saint Lawrence Church.
From the experience of  perceiving volumetric contrasts,  from narrow 
and dark to large and open I  try out dif ferent ways to perceive scale. 
By applying dif ferent posit ions and properties posing dif ferent 
scales in relation to the element.(f ig.4) 

I  f ind an interesting angle to continue studying the elements,  but 
I  wonder how it would act in another scale,  relat ing to my body. 
I  decide to try out an uncommon scale in between the size of  the 
original  fragment and my f irst extracted model .  A scale that is 
not direct associated with the scale model ,  furniture or space,  but 
something in-between.  I  make another fragmentation which alters 
the proportions of  the element and shift ing in scale.

Relative
adjective
Considered in relation or in proportion to 
something else. 17

17 Relative ,  Oxford dictionary ,  2019.

M e t h o d s
2.0 Fragmentation & displacement
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Intuit ion may be def ined as a knowledge 

you did not know you had.  It is a way of 

perceiving,  selecting and understanding 

via the unconscious,  without the conscious 

thought,  ref lection and reason.  It is active 

al l  the t ime when we make decisions,  and 

it is indispensable when we solve problems. 

Consciously -  unconscious,  the inseparable 

relation between intuit ion and ref lection.  18

I  am breaking apart the molded fragment from the abandoned 
residence into two elements,  due to their common origin the parts 
wil l  have an inevitable relation,  when reading the traces of  another 
element.  In this exercise I  explore the embedded spatial  relat ions 
and the experience of  not knowing what ’s behind the next corner. 
Through a composit ion and iteration exploration.  ( f ig.5  and f ig.6)

Composition
noun
The action of  putting things together;  formation 
or construction.
From componere ‘put together ’. 19

18 Andersen,  p.  4.

19 Composit ion ,  Oxford dictionary ,  2019.

m e t h o d s
2.0 Fragmentation & displacement

M e t h o d s
2.0 Fragmentation & displacement

5.
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6.

Change is in particular transformation -  one form 

changing into another -  is not s imply a matter of 

alteration of  an exist ing form to create a new one. 

Rather,  change creates what we could cal l  a ’third 

form’ -  real ly a third state that is in the state of 

changing.  We are accustomed to think in dialectical , 

binary terms,  employing either/or reasoning,  that we 

overlook or consciously avoid the in-  between state 

of  change,  which is real ly the state we continuously 

inhabit .  Our f ixation on goals -  forms that whatever 

reasons we desire -  induces us to pass over the so-

cal led ’ intermediate state’,  the state of  transit ion,  the 

actual  state of  change,  in our rush to get to the desired 

form. When we get there,  of  course,  we f ind that our 

goal ,  once attained,  no longer holds our interest ,  so 

we set new goals.  In other words,  we keep changing, 

but without ever embracing the state -  and the forms - 

of  changing itsel f. 20

20 Lebbeus Woods,  ”Slow Manifesto”.

M e t h o d s
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7.

The fragmented element from the Milreu Ruin is an exploration 
in the actual  fragmentation process i tsel f.  Evident for the s ite was 
in particular a whole being broken into parts.  Seen from a f ixed 
perspective,  several  layers of  heights and depths were perceived.  I 
am breaking out this perspective,  by building up and breaking down 
the model .  ( f ig.7)

I  encourage the models to tel l  stories and to tr igger the imagination, 
interpretation and questions about  how spaces are perceived. 
I  am interested in the unconscious connections between form, 
proportion,  relat ion and scale.  How we can connect some parts but 
not real ly read the relationship,  how an element can be perceived in 
a total  other way when appearing in another scale.  How a new space 
can be shaped when displacing one element,  another movement and 
interaction can be tr iggered,  but st i l l ,  traces of  the action is left to 
be found. 

Relating to Inger Bergströms theories about the experienced space, 
I  would l ike to agree with her saying that architecture can have an 
attracting or repel l ing effect which has a choreographic outcome, 
that can be foreseen and planned. 21 

I  can also now agree on that knowledge about movement and the 
architecture’s mental  content as i t ’s character,  atmosphere or 
tempo should get a greater value as i t has the abil i ty to increase the 
architectures art ist ic content and appreciation. 22   

21 Bergström, p.181 .

22 Bergström, p.93.

M e t h o d s
2.0 Fragmentation & displacement
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The method does not aim to conserve or restore an exist ing 
environment but rather to explore geometries in relation to 
experiences and to propose new spatial  s ituations.  In the last phase 
I  am creating a narrative around the new spatial  s ituation,  as an 
invite for the viewer.  By reconnecting the space to the original 
written spatial  description,  my own spatial  experience,  I  create a 
speculative narrative for the viewer to imagine and interpret . 

I  work with my representational  tools with an aim to tr igger 
an imaginative space,  rather than communicating measurable 
information.  I  take the opportunity to play with l ines and what they 
can,  by their nature,  communicate.

S p a t i a l 
s i t u a t i o n s

Situation  1
Molded plaster model

Situation  2
Molded plaster model
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Incompleteness and ambiguity of  the art ist ic 

image activate our minds and maintain an 

active attention,  and interest .  23

23 Juhani  Pal lasmaa,  ”The Embodied image:  Imagination and imager y in Ar-

chitecture”,  Wiley ,  2011 ,  p.30.

Situation  3
Molded plaster model

Situation  4
Molded plaster model
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Apse Room / Situation 1

Further away,  around the corner and hidden by the 

large entrance gate is an open door sunken into its 

own heav y niche.  The opening is low and narrow such 

as the fol lowing inside room. It has a monochrome 

and obscure character and I  have the feel ing of  being a 

bit too large for the overal l  proportions.  The dayl ight 

is strongly restr icted,  streaming l ike angled poles 

through low openings in the thick wall .  A portal  leads 

into the church main room, str ict ly shift ing character 

into a bright,  tal l  and blank space.  Clear white and 

blue colors in form of  endless variated detai ls.  Finding 

my eyes stuck on the vaulted cei l ing that is patched 

together with t i les.

S p a t i a l  s i t u a t i o n s
Church of  Saint  Lawrence

Situation  1
Perspective line drawing
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Upthrust Levels /  Situation 2

Should I  have gone over there,  or can I 

step here? It is dif f icult to dist inguish and sort .  Is 

i t a fal len wall ,  is i t a f loor or a platform? There is 

countless levels,  heights and depths.

Suddenly standing on a large plateau,  understanding 

that almost al l  the surrounding rooms are at a level 

further down. Entering one of  the rooms with a steep 

step down, l ike stepping into a cel lar plane.  Walls are 

gett ing higher and stones are gett ing larger and darker. 

Further away in the room, the wall  has col lapsed and 

reached the f loor.  I  register several  walls in dif ferent 

levels and depths creating a patchwork of  stones.

S p a t i a l  s i t u a t i o n s
Milreu Ruin

Situation  2
Perspective line drawing
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Corroding Courtyard /  Situation 3

A path leads to a narrow courtyard l inking the two 

bodies together.  What once been a t i led roof  is now 

laying as a red covering sheet on the ground.  Stepping 

over the broken t i les and over some fal len wooden 

beams.  I  peek through a narrow double door,  for 

which one side is half  open.  A bright l ight is streaking 

in from across the room and a staircase indicates an 

upper f loor.  The stair turns at an angle where it is 

opening up towards a half  plane and a bl inding l ight 

poured in.

S p a t i a l  s i t u a t i o n s
Abandoned Residence

Situation  3
Perspective line drawing
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Pivoted Passage /  Situation 4

Further af ield,  there is an opening to the r ight and 

another to the left .  On one side I  gl impse a small  room 

with yel low l ight streaming from the opening,  coming 

from the midday sunlight bouncing on intense yel low 

colored walls.  Every step taken reveals new sights. 

There are parts obviously decayed and decomposed by 

nature and t ime. 

Standing in front of  an opening on the other s ide of 

the room, the narrow gl impsed space tel ls me that I 

am not in control  here,  the space is control l ing me. 

I  do not dare to take another step inside,  unaware of 

what ’s hiding around the next corner.

S p a t i a l  s i t u a t i o n s
Abandoned Residence

Situation  4
Perspective line drawing
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In coherence with my iterative process and in the swing of 
reproducing fragments to test i ts potentials,  I  continued the process 
when planning the spring exhibit ion at Knstfack.  It was important 
for me to show and communicate the architectural  values that I  have 
been working with during this project ,  which could be summed up 
as;  scale ,  proportion,  spatial  relat ions,  movement,  perspectives  and 
volume.

I  wanted the exhibit ion to be an imaginative interpretable and relative 
space for the viewer.  To generate movement and create the feel ing 
of  moving around and exploring a f ield of  information.  Similar to 
my experience of  exploring a s ite for the f irst t ime.  The relation 
between the body and the space was important,  to be encouraged to 
lean down and explore a new perspective and gl impse something on 
the other s ide.  I  wanted the viewer to ref lect upon why this shape 
and where does it belong and what is the story behind? -  to tr igger 
the imagination.

I  demonstrate my iterative process by the fact that the shapes 
carrying my models,  the podiums,  are in themselves a reproduction 
of  the plaster model  elements,  but in a new scale.  The podiums 
have an actual  belonging to a s ite in southern Portugal ,  a place that 
eventually is going to be lost ,  but maybe my shapes are st i l l  going to 
be somewhere in the future.  And maybe wil l  this process go on and 
these shapes could get another place in anouther scale someday.

Regarding the graphic material ,  I  wanted to open the door to the 
archive of  col lected information.  Not to tel l  the whole story,  but 
to give a hint and create a feel ing of  belonging somewhere else. 
Since playing with multiple scales during the process,  I  decided to 
put some information vis ible at a distance,  and some information 
forcing the viewer to have a closer look.

E x h i b i t i o n

Exhibition setting
Konstfack Spring exhibition 2019
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S u m m a r y  & 
r e f l e c t i o n

Summary

With the aim of  exploring and communicating the boundaries of 
immaterial  and physical  aspects of  space and how one inf luences 
the other,  a series of  methods is used for transforming physical 
and immaterial  characterist ics into a new spatial  element.  I  would 
l ike these methods to be used for-  and to highlight the value of 
better understanding the built environment when working with 
exist ing spaces.  My process could be seen as a reversed process 
of  fragmentation,  by iteratively reproducing one fragment after 
another,  creating new situations,  in contrary to a whole being broken 
into pieces.

The most important step of  my process has been the molded model , 
by bringing a fragment into physical  form forces accidental  and 
unexpected turns.  The fact that molding an element includes building 
the space in a negative form, includes a close up study of  the mass 
and void relationships of  the space.  I  think that seeing the shape 
in an abstracted,  but st i l l  material ized way as the plaster model  is, 
leaves room for interpretation and playfulness in the process. 

I  feel  a purpose to develop tools for me to learn from the exist ing,  to 
be able to be more aware of  the spatial  experiences that is created 
and to design for specif ic experiences.  I  feel  that there is also a 
glori f ication of  the new and fresh idea and of  a general  design that 
sometimes can be experienced as shal low and unspecif ic .  As a part 
of  the spatial  design practice I  have felt a lack of  relevance for the 
foundation of  creative processes.  By col lecting valuable information 
and experiences based on human perception,  I  think the creative 
process could have a greater outcome. 

Plaster model on painted large scale model/podium
Konstfack Spring exhibition 2019
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& ref lection

These methods including the spatial  analytical  tools as well  as the 
methods of  alteration can be used in the everyday practice.  Which 
I  think could provide unexpected spatial  conf igurations,  activating 
and st imulating our environment.  In this thesis project I  have had 
the joy to stay for a long t ime in the experimental  phase,  which is 
at some extent is not going to be possible in a professional  context. 
But I  would l ike to create environments engaging and encourage the 
viewer to learn more and care about their surrounding spaces. 

The f ield of  interior design is often dealing with exist ing environments 
and it is a great tool  and ski l l  to be able to analyze the built from an 
experiential  perspective.  We are forced to create a dialogue between 
the exist ing and the new and it is an asset to be able to see the 
exist ing information as creative players when designing for new 
specif ic experiences.  Reproducing an embedded historical  narrative 
can increase the value in architecture,  by creating curiosity.  I  see 
this as a series of  methods possible for using exist ing places for 
creating new entit ies for specif ic experiences and relative spatial 
s ituations and unexpected bodily interactions,  hence it is important 
for our f ield to avoid homogeneity and standardization.  My project 
is a comment on how we create and perceive space today and could 
hopeful ly be a creative inspiration of  the potentials of  our exist ing 
spaces. 

I  would l ike to see my result as a material  to have a discussion 
about spatial  experiences and for analyzing our creative and 
representational  tools,  I  have made an active choice of  practicing 
drawings,  models and spatial  descriptions,  as tools valuable for me. 

S u m m a r y  & 
r e f l e c t i o n

Detail of plaster model on painted large scale model/podium
Konstfack Spring exhibition 2019
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